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White Hot Guilt is the side project of Josh Warburton (July 
Talk) and Toronto producer Thomas D’Arcy (Small 
Sins/BROS./Tommy Hawkins).

The two originally met while working at Dream House studios 
in Toronto years ago. Warburton had been struggling with 
years of substance abuse, and although he had composed 
various songs that fit more of a ‘pop’ mold, the impetus just 
wasn’t there to cultivate them yet. This while D’Arcy 
continued to slog it out on the road with various acts, lacking 
the time and resources to transition into a full time 
producer/co-writer. Both knew it was time to make a life 
change, and so it began. Warburton went to rehab. D’Arcy 
started building a studio.

Fast forward a year or so. D’Arcy had founded Taurus 
Recording, and begun honing his production chops (the 
place) while a newly recovered Warburton was hungry for 
musical inspiration (the project). Yin had caught up to yang, 
and White Hot Guilt was born.

The only rule while creating the EP was that fun should 
supersede all else. According to doctor’s advice, certain 
regulatory brain chemicals responsible for feeling ‘happy’ 
get thrown out of whack whilst in recovery. You need to take 
a ‘fake it till you make it’ approach until the brain can heal 
itself. The positivity of White Hot Guilt became a sort of 
therapy for Warburton. 

‘The hypothetical moment these sessions and these songs 
stopped making us feel good was the moment we would 
shake hands and pack it all in,” Warburton explains, “The 
carefree vibe to each writing session was helping me feel 

passionate about music again. It was kind of like being 
transported back to those early days of jamming in your 
parents’ garage, with no expectations. The only rule was to 
keep it fun.” 

The result: a new EP that showcases a sort of future 
retrospect in dance music. Indie meets electro. Now meets 
then. Perhaps Warburton’s smooth falsetto channels the Bee 
Gees. The percussive organics alongside analog synths 
might make one think of LCD Soundsystem, while the horn 
sections hearken to something more like Stevie Wonder. This 
is to say: White Hot Guilt is sort of like a lot of things, but not 
really like anything else at all. 

On July 21st, the first five White Hot Guilt songs will be 
released. All sales proceeds will be donated to the Toronto 
based ‘SKETCH‘ A Toronto-based community-arts-development 
initiative that creates equitable opportunities for young 
people homeless and on the margins from across Canada to 
experience the transformative power of the arts.’ 

That is how they met. That is what they made. That’s why they 
did it, and that’s how they’ll pay it forward. But the story 
doesn’t really matter all that much. All that really matters is 
that they continue to follow their one rule: keep it fun.
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